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First:  Learn your way around the SAKU 
universe.

Taking a little time up front can save you time in your subsequent use of SAKU.  
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Signposts and highwaysSignposts and highways

Main Menu

Customizable
favorites
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Menu confusionMenu confusion……

It is possible to feel “lost in the menus” when navigating around looking for the bit of information you want. 
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Just Go HOMEJust Go HOME

If you get lost, you can always click on home.  You will find your way back to familiar territory in just one click.
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Basic MenuBasic Menu

We designed some folders, called Navigation Collections,  to bring the most commonly used screens to the 
forefront. 

Here you see the Basic Student Information folder.  You can choose it anytime by clicking the link in the left-
hand menu.

The Basic Student Information folder has biographical information, addresses, major field of study, dates of 
attendance and degrees earned
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Detail Student InformationDetail Student Information

The Detail Student Information folder has more detailed academic information.
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Catalog / Schedule of ClassesCatalog / Schedule of Classes

The Catalog / Schedule of Classes folder contains information about classes.
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Making Enroll & Pay Home your 
friend.

In addition to learning the shortcuts available on Enroll & Pay home, you can also customize Enroll & Pay 
Home.  This will make your favorite places even easier to find.
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Main Menu beforeMain Menu before
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After:After:Main Menu afterMain Menu after

This view of Enroll & Pay Home has been customized so that each navigation collection folder is already open.  
You might have to scroll down to see some items if your display is smaller.
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Steps to customize the Steps to customize the 
Main MenuMain Menu

1.  Personalize content
2.  Personalize layout
3.  Save

One, two three and you can customize too!
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Personalize ContentPersonalize Content

Add a welcome message if you like.  Click to select which navigation collections you’d like to have open.
Then click Personalize Layout (located in the middle of the page) to arrange your content.
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Personalize LayoutPersonalize Layout

Personalize Layout allows you to choose two or three columns and to arrange the menu and navigation 
collections to suit yourself. 
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Customized homeCustomized home

This view uses two columns.
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Other Options for homeOther Options for home

Here’s what the personalize layout page looks like when you choose three columns.
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Three ColumnsThree Columns
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Bookmarks and FavoritesBookmarks and Favorites

Bookmarks set with your web browser (IE, 
Firefox, Safari) will

a. be saved on your workstation only.
b. Take you directly to the desired page as 

soon as you sign in.

Favorites set within SAKU will be available 
wherever you sign in.  
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Adding a FavoriteAdding a Favorite

To add a favorite
1. Navigate to the page you want to set as a favorite.
2. Click on Add to Favorites at the top left of your screen.
3. Type any name you want to use.
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Favorites listFavorites list

Click to rename

Renumber to change order

You can manage your favorites by choosing Edit Favorites from the left-hand menu.
You can rename items, reorder the items, and delete items.
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Customizing frequentlyCustomizing frequently--used pagesused pages

5555555

You can control which page shows first when you navigate to a component.  In PeopleSoft, the links in the 
menu which appear in blue with a – in front are components.  When you navigate to a component, there will be 
1 or more pages available.  You pick the page you want by clicking on tabs at the top of the screen (just under 
the colored bar).  As a default the leftmost page is active when you click on a component.  You can change 
which page is displayed when you navigate to the component.
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Choosing an alternate first pageChoosing an alternate first page

5555555

1. Navigate to the page you’d rather see first.  
2. Click on Customize page.  
3. Check the box.
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Customizing frequentlyCustomizing frequently--used pagesused pages

5555555

If you find yourself always having to click View All, you can set a page to default to View All.  
1. Choose View All on the page you want to customize.
2. Click on Customize page.
3. Click on Save the state of the View All setting on this page.
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Mouse or keyboardMouse or keyboard

Using the mouse when performing tasks that require a lot 
of data entry is slower than using keyboard 
commands.  

Keyboard commands can also speed up the process of 
looking up data for a list of students.  

1. a.  Use Alt-2 to return to the search page.
2. b.  Type the new ID and hit return to access the next 

information.

You can use the tab key to go navigate between fields.  
Shift-tab will take you to the previous field. 
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Custom tabbing orderCustom tabbing order

1. 
2.

3.

5555555

Steps to customize tabbing order.
1,  Select the Clear Tabbing Order radio button.
2. Select the Include in Tabbing Order radio button.
3. Click on the first field you want to type in.  Continue with subsequent fields. Skip magnifying glasses if you 

don’t need them.  
4. If you change your mind about the order you can use the Move up (or down) in order radio button or start 

over at step 1.  
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Hot KeysHot Keys
Access using the keyboardAccess using the keyboard

Press Ctrl-K to reveal the Hot Keys.  (doesn’t work in FireFox)

Keyboard navigation is controlled by Hot keys and Access keys .

List of Hot Keys

Alt 1 -- Executes different buttons depending on the page type 

> Save button on the Toolbar in a page 

> OK button on a secondary page 

> Search or Add button on a Search or Lookup page 

Alt 2 -- Return to Search 

Alt 3 -- Next in List 

Alt 4 -- Previous in List 

Alt 5 -- Valid Lookup Values 

Alt 6 -- Related Links 

Alt 7 -- Insert Row in grid or scroll area 

Alt 8 -- Delete Row in grid or scroll area 

Alt 0 -- Refreshes the page by invoking the Refresh button on the Toolbar 

Here’s a list of Hot Keys.  Pick out a couple that you think will be useful and practice using them.  Then add 
more to your repetoire.
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Hot Keys continuedHot Keys continued
Alt . -- Next set of rows in grid or scroll area [e.g., Alt period] 

Alt , -- Previous set of rows in grid or scroll area [e.g., Alt comma] 

Alt / -- Find in grid or scroll area [e.g., Alt forward slash] 

Alt ' -- View All in grid or scroll area [e.g., Alt prime] 

Alt \ -- Toggle between Add and Update on the Search page [e.g., Alt backslash] 

Ctrl J -- System Information 

Ctrl K -- Keyboard Information 

Ctrl Y -- Toggle menu between collapse and expand. 

Ctrl Tab -- Toggles focus through the frame set 

Enter -- Invokes the following buttons where present: OK, Search, Lookup

Esc -- Cancel 
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AccessibilityAccessibility

Individual SAKU accounts can be customized 
to disable frames.  

Screen-reading software works better 
without frames.

Individuals who would like to have their 
SAKU account set up with frames disabled 
may contact Joanne Hickey at (785) 864-
0233 or jhickey@ku.edu. 

Acessibility
Individual SAKU accounts can be customized to disable frames.   Screen-reading software works better without 
frames.  Individuals who would like to have their SAKU account set up with frames disabled may contact 
Joanne Hickey at (785) 864-0233 or jhickey@ku.edu. 
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Password requirementsPassword requirements
Passwords must:
Be changed at least once a semester.
Be different than the user's login name or its reverse.
Avoid obvious personal information.
Include at least seven characters.
Include digits and both upper and lower case characters.
Include at least one symbol (examples: * # & % $).

Password examples:
The Good: RdSxR#1, IlvJD4evr!, $15Pd@4%, 3Yrs2go!

The Bad: ABCDEFG, 7654321, 22222222, redsox, jayhawk, 
smith, rockchalk, ilovejohndoe

The Obvious: Family names, pets, birthdays, addresses, 
phone numbers 
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Password HintsPassword Hints

• When you set a new password practice it.  
Let your fingers do the remembering.  Teach 
your fingers to type your password by typing 
it over and over until you don’t have to think 
about it.  

• Create your own mnemonic.  
• Examples: 

» sm8As9pts - Sade Morris 8 Assists 9 points.
» Iwl25ty – I will lose 25 ounces this year.
» pbWnjch07 – power ball winner my initials last 

year

Keeping your password secure is your responsibility and an important one.  Don’t write it down, keep it under 
your keyboard or share it with a colleague.  Your SAKU password cannot match your on-line ID, because your 
online ID allows you to access the self-service functions of SAKU.
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Reporting ProblemsReporting Problems

From any page (excluding the home page or  
menus) Hold down three keys :Shift-Ctrl-J

Browser NETSCAPE/5.0
Operating System WINXP
Browser Compression ON (gzip)
Tools Release 8.46.05
Application Release HRMS and Campus Solutions 8.90.02.000
Service Pack 2
Page SSR_CATLSRCH_ENTRY
Component CATALOG_SEARCH
Menu ESTABLISH_COURSES
User ID JHICKEY
Database Name S89F2
Database Type ORACLE
Application Server //satstap:25850

Holding down Shift-Ctrl-J reveals this page of information which can be quite useful to us when troubleshooting.  
Take a screenshot, or just copy the text and send it to us when reporting a problem.  We always appreciate 
feedback.  We can’s solve a problem until it has been reported.


